
 
                        Notice to Clubs intending to hold FBAS Shows in 2022.  

 
 
 
The FBAS is hoping that Clubs will resume holding some Shows during this year.  
We are aware that due to various reasons relating to membership and venue hire that 
this may not be possible for some.  
 
 If you are contemplating holding a show please consider the following ;  
 
 
 

 
Check that there are unlikely to be any clashing events on the date that is being considered, this should be easily 
avoided. Please remember that some specialist fish events attract people from various parts of the country.  
Posting possible dates on the Facebook page ‘Showing Fish and other Aquatic Events’ is useful.  
 
Check that judges will be available for the date you intend. Our present understanding is that the following Judges 
should be available for judging;  
 
 
Chris Cheswright A Class tropical and B Class Coldwater       Keith Cocker A Class  
  
Alan Stevens A Class                                                               Les Pearce A Class Tropical and Coldwater  
·  
Graham Allan A Class                                                             Allan Finnegan B Class  
·  
Garry Steptowe B Class (reinstated after an absence)           Dawn Pearce C Class (permission can be given to  
                                                                                                 judge at Open Shows under supervision).  
 
Ron Atherton  (TTAA)‘B Class Tropical                       Alan Race (TTAA) A Class Tropical and Coldwater 
 
 
 
Think how many Judges are required, the more the better but it is suggested, from experience, that  
4 is a minimum.  
 
If any Cubs have candidates for Judges we are investigating a faster track system of becoming qualified if the 
candidate has good experience of fishkeeping and the Show system.  
 
If necessary, Judges from other Federations could be utilised with permission, but they will need to judge using 
current FBAS Show Rules.  
 
Download Trophy and Show Pack Application Forms from the FBAS website www.fbas.co.uk/FORMS.html   
 
The Size Sheets produced for the 2020 Show season are to be used with no amendments.  
 
If any Club or Show entrant requires a copy please send a stamped addresses A5 envelope to:  
 

Chris Cheswright, 2, Cedar Avenue, Wickford, Essex, SS12 9DT.  

 
Chris Cheswright ,  
Chair, Judges and Standards Committee  
 

http://www.fbas.co.uk/FORMS.html

